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Students join March for Life
by Julie Blair
campus editor
Five representatives of Hope For Life, a
politically active group protesting abortion,
trekked to the capital Friday to participate
with at least 75,000 others in the annual
March For Life.
Carla Everts ('93), Marie Houdek ('93),
Hope College alumnus Jennifer McGlynn
(*92), Polly Schuler ('93) and Merry
Westenbroek ('93) traveled 15 hours by bus
to remember the 20th anniversary of the
landmark Roe v. Wade decision legalizing
abortion. The five attended the rally and
marched for 15 blocks from the Ellipse between the White House and the Washington
Monument to the Supreme Court.
A newly organized group on campus, Hope
For Life heard about the march through the
Grand Rapids Right to Life college coordinator. The Holland chapter provided partial
funding for the trip, which originally cost
$120 each for the overnight stay in D.C.
"We wanted a lot of people to go because
we knew it would motivate them," Schuler
said. "It was so inspiring. There were all
kinds of people there—Feminists For Life,
Atheists For Life, nuns, priests, young people,
old people..."
"It's really neat so many people were

there," Houdek said. "As an individual, I
don't know if I'm making an impact nationally, but I'm not willing to stand
back...Somebody had to stand up for what's
right. We have to start somewhere. Let it start
with me."
Senator Jessie Helms of South Carolina
spoke, as did Randall Terry, founder of Operation Rescue, a group which blocks clinics
in hopes of preventing women from obtaining
abortions and instead urges them to seek alternatives. Republican Pat Buchanan also appeared briefly to speak for the cause.
"We took some tremendous hits last year,
no doubt about it," Buchanan told the AP
news service. 'Things don't look good. But
we must keep fighting."
Meanwhile, as the marchers made their
way to the Supreme Court, carrying signs
asking Hillary Clinton to "speak for all the
children," President Clinton signed executive
orders abolishing many of Bush's policies.
Clinton's actions included:
•Permitting abortion counseling at federally
supported clinics.
•Allowing research on aborted fetal tissue.
•Permitting abortions at military hospitals.
•Permitting funding for overseas population
control programs.
In addition, Clinton promised to allow
research on RU-486, the French abortion pill.
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Parking solution sought Hope-Calvin basketball:
by Scott Runyon
editor-in-chief
A parking proposal approved
during last week's Student
Congress meeting might need to be
reconsidered tomorrow night.
Members of Congress' parking
committee plan to make a motion
to rescind, (reverse), last week's
approval of the parking proposal.
If the motion is approved the
proposal will again be discussed
by Congress, amended if necessary
and then voted on.
The proposal was passed at the
January 21 meeting by a 14-11
margin, although nobody from the
parlang committee voted to pass it
after amendments were made.
Members of the committee want
to discuss the proposal again
because they were not given
adequate time to present and
explain it to Congress last week,
according to Robin Wagner ('95),
chair of the parking committee.
As a result, she felt Congress
wasn't able to understand a very
important amendment involving an
ongoing evaluation of parking
spaces. She believed this was an
essential point to the success of the
proposal.
"I think the reevaluation of
paridng spaces is as key as anything
in the proposal," W&gner said. "It
should have been one of the main
items."
"I was told it had no place in the
proposal," she said.
In addition, she felt that
Congress didn'tspendenough time
on the proposal "I feel we pushed it
through and I'm not satisfied with
it at all. The proposal is not going
to work without these items."
Congress member Mike Yantis
('95) felt that if the proposal was
too complex it might take a couple
years to implemenL Because of this,
Yantis voted in favor of cuts to the
.•J l » .
il "It will be more feasible
to implement for the long run," he
said. "We wanted someactkmright
away as well. The point was to get
it to a committee in the

administration to be discussed.
The proposal will need to be
approved by Congress before it
can be considered by the
administration. As passed last week
by Congress, it contains four points:
•Permits would first be sold to
students of sophomore status or
above.
•Remaining permits would be sold
to freshmen.
•The same number of permits
would be sold as number of parking
spaces available.
•The parking permit fee would be
raised to $45/year or $25/semester
to accommodate a drop in number
of permits sold.
Amended from the proposal last
week were the following two items:
•At least 100 permits would be
sold to freshmen. They would apply
for these permits the summer before
their first year. First the permits
would go to those who could
demonstrate a unique need; the rest
would be distributed through a
random drawing.
•Parking spaces by Kollen, College
East, Brumler Apts. and Dykstra
would be numbered and numbered
permits sold to individuals
correlating to the spaces. These
spaces would be chosen by credithour seniority during room draw in
the spring of the previous year.
Members of the parking appeals
committee, which hears appeals
from students who have received
parking tickets on campus, have
also recognized the importance of
the parking situation at Hope.
BarbMezeske, adjunct assistant
professor of English, has become
concerned with the parking
problem since she became a
member of the committee. She
prompted
the committee,
comprised of students and faculty,
to address the issue after dealing
with an increasing number of
complaints in which students had
parked illegally in lots because
there were no spaces left.
One of the goals of the

see PARKING page 7

Ticket disparity spurred by spirit?
Holman said when asked if she has
had a problem meeting students'
demand for tickets. Ample tickets
The struggle for Hope-Calvin exist for any student expressing
tickets has since returned to the interest in attending the game,
minds of many students. The contest according to Holman. Sheexplained
takes place next Wednesday at the that if she does not have a ticket
Holland Civic Center. The high readily available for a student, she is
stakes leave many with the concern usually able to find one. Students
that they are not going to be able to last year came to her expressing
witness this bitter rivalry.
their interest in attending the game,
With the spirit of the game as the and with little effort she was able to
single most significant factor to locate tickets.
pique interest in the game, tensions
Is there in fact a drastic disparity
and anxiety about tickets build up in in the dispersion of tickets? The
the minds of rabid fans. However, is Hope College student body is given
there really a need to worry about 450 tickets, or approximately 18 per
cent of all tickets available. The
getting a ticket for this game?
There is no doubt that the spirit of main block of tickets—905 tickets,
this game leads to extraordinary in- or 35 per cent—are given to season
terest, but it would appear that the ticket holders. It seems then, that the
rumor there are not enough tickets disparity is not as overwhelming as
to go around is just that: a rumor. believed.
The intensity of this game is exAccording to Jane Holman, Hope
College ticket manager, this general traordinary, and this is shown by
conception is erroneous.
student ticket demand that is nearly
"I have rarely had more demand four times as great for the Hopethan 450 [tickets]...for students," Calvin game than any other game.
by Scott Epinga
staff reporter

The student attendance at the last
home game was approximately 125,
according to Holman. The great increase in demand "reflects the rivalry," Holman said. She also stated
that the last non-Calvin home game
to sell out was five years ago.
The rivalry between these two
teams is nothing new. This ultracompetitive game has occurred for
the seventy-two years. The combat
between the Flying Dutchmen and
the Knights is every bit as intense
today as it was in the 1920-21 season. The overall record becomes
more important as the years progress.
It now shows 59 wins for the Flying
Dutchmen, and 61 for Calvin (as of
the 1990-1991 season). With the
continuing tradition, the intensity
just keeps heightening.
Tickets for the first Hope-Calvin
home game go on sale Friday, January 29 at 7 a.m. These tickets are for
the Feb.3 game, beginning at 7 p.m.
at the Holland Civic Center. For
more infoimation regarding ticket
sales call the ticket office at x7691.

Yearbook delayed by computer glitch
by Julie Blair
campus editor
Heldupbyacomputerinputeiror,
the 1991-92Milestone yearbook will
Anally be distributed next Monday,
editor Jaime McKee said.
Though the delivery deadline was
set for early September, Volume 75
was shelved until January, as the
index placed in the back of the bode
listing student activities and
photographs was uncompleted.
During the production cycle, the
text was entered into the Apple IIG
computer unflagged, a fatal error
that left the words a garbled,
confused mess. Unable toregainthe
lost collection, the index had to be
logged again before being mailed
into the publishing company, a time
consuming task that backlogged the
product weeks.
Mean while,as the staff scrambled

to recreate the text, Wals worth Publishing photographed and bound the
sections already completed, shipping
the productto Holland—without the
index.
Frustrated, the staff made an
editorial decision to wait to distribute
the books incompleted. The indexes
will be mailed as a supplement section in eight weks with a sticky
adhesive backing that can be glued
into the back of the Milestone.
In addition to the index upheaval,
production was slowed due to a
change over in leadership, as the
1992-93 staff spent time
reorganizing under new co-editors
McKee and Kristin Bauss.
"When I got back in August we
had a bunch of surprises " McKee
said.
"I was doing 12 pages in October
that should have been done in April."
Despite these setbacks, the staff

assures consumers the next edition
won't be tardy.
In November, the Milestone
purchased
two
Macintosh
computers, a decision which will
not only make production more
efficient, but also save $1200 in
costs.
Like The Anchor, the 1993-94
Milestone will be organized on
PageMaker and stored on disk.
Paste-up, the process of gluing text,
headlines and photos to proof pages
will become obsolete.
But for now, the staff continues
to concentrate on this year' s product.
"The day after those puppies
come in, we're distributing them,"
McKee said.
Students can pick up their copy
in DeWitL Those who have not yet
ordered their copy of the Milestone
can purchase from the surplus for a
cost of $30.00.

Thinking Ahead
Stephanie Grier

NEWS OF INTEREST

The Paradox of America
For more than two hundred
years, men and women from every
comer of the earth have come to
America longing to walk on
streets paved with gold. Unfortunately, many of these people
found hardship more easily than
wealth, but they remained to give
the American dream a living face.
As every American knows,
these "faces of the dream" are all
different. Some are oriental, others
are black, still more are Caucasian
or hispanic. Each of them represents a different heritage and
culture, and they provide the basis
for America's identity as "the
melting pot."
Most educated Americans are
aware of the many cultures
represented here; at Hope, for
example, we embrace the idea of
cultural diversity and wish to
bring ourselves into closer contact
with those people whom we do
not understand so readily.
Why, then, do America's
leaders so often wish to enforce
our cultural rights and wrongs
upon the peoples of foreign lands
whose cultures may be so radically different from our own?
Certain political ideas are better

for certain cultures than others;
when the United States tampers
with a political regime on the
basis of ideology, it may be taking
more away from the country's
culture than it realizes. What great
thing makes our ideas so much
closer to empirical truth than the
ideas of a nation whose regime
might be socialist or communist in
nature?
It seems paradoxical that, in a
land where so many different
cultural ideas are welcomed and
admired, we should long to
suppress the cultural differences
that exist elsewhere in order to
lead foreign peoples to complete
westernization.
When the old Soviet Union
existed, for example, America was
unhappy because of the communist regime which existed there
because the regime defied the
ideas so prevalent in our democratic culture. We stocked up on
weaponry to prevent these
"dangerous" ideas from spreading
(all the while attempting to spread
our own), and hoped for the day
when our "better" ideas would
prevail in these regions.
That day seemed to come in

1990 when thaBerlin Wall fell
and the Soviet Union ceased to
exist. America was proud, certain
that this event served as an
example of our more superior
political philosophies and their
universal application.
However, in more recent
months the hungry and unhappy
citizens of the former Soviet
Union have returned to more
communistic ideas. They see the
old regime as perhaps better for
their culture and way of life and as
something which helps them to be
fed and clothed and happy again.
The United States has struggled
with this reality, and determines
that these people are simply
exercising the principles of
democracy incorrectly.
This is only one example;
many others exist in other nations
across the globe, such as China,
East Germany and perhaps even in
Iraq. America needs to take a
lesson from its own cultural
heritage and try not to assume that
what works in this country is
necessarily true for all. Cultural
differences are great, and there are
principles at work which we may
just not understand completely.

Changing of the guard
waiting to explode." When asked
for particulars, Wiesenthal pointed
to Vice-President A1 Gore, and possible environmental initiatives.
Perhaps the pinnacle of Bill
Jack Holmes, Chair of the PolitiClinton's political career was cal Science Department, is now in
Wednesday, January 20. With Washington
and
250,000 supporters, Hillary at his obtained seated
side, and George Bush looking on, tickets to the
Clinton took the Oath of Office be- inauguration
coming the forty-second President c e r e m o n y .
„
of the United States.
Holmes
Clinton's campaign promise of described
change evidenced itself throughout t h e :;£W
J
his inauguration. The president de- public's
livered a shorter than average ad- mood as, : :
dress to the public, and a poem was " f a i r l y
delivered by poet Maya Angelou. cpmslb—
Only once before has a poem been they are
read at an inauguration ceremony. h o p e f u l
Reaction across the nation was and willing
positive, with 69 percent of those to
give
questioned in a Time magazine poll Clinton the
describing Clinton as trustworthy. benefit of the
This general atmosphere of trust was doubt."
echoed in part on Hope's campus by
H o l m e s
Rob Wiesenthal (495), an ardent differentiated between the Public
Democratic supporter.
and Washington insiders, who he
"There is an atmosphere of said had a much more cautious view
change, he said. "Change is just over issues of "micromanagement,"
by David Chamin
news editor

which includes sub-cabinet appointments and day-to-day operation of the government.
Holmes is currently supervising
the students participating in the
Washington
Honors
Semester, one of
whom was able to
sit
OF
1° o n t h e
Baird confirm a t io n
hearings.
* Baird's
w i th | drawal
1 of her
|
nomina$ tion is
• viewed
as a blow
to the new
achunistratiQn.
T h e
C l i n t o n
inauguration gala is
expected to cost around
thirty million dollars, but the new
administration insists that the
amount will be recouped in ticket
sales and fund raising.

WASHINGTON
Zoe Baird, President Clinton's nominee for the office of Attorney
General withdrew her nomination on Friday. Baird was the first woman1
nominated to the nation's highest law enforcement position, but came^
under intense scrutiny after admitting to employing two illegal Peruvian
immigrants and withholding taxes. President Clinton did not immediatel/
name a new nominee.
<
IRAQ
'
United States aircraft attacked targets several times during the past^
week, in apparent rejection of a so-called Iraqi "cease-fire" proclaimed
by Saddam Hussein. Hussein intended the cease-fire as a goodwilf
gesture to the new Clinton Administration. Clinton's Secretary of State/
Warren Christopher, indicated that there would not be a deviation fron^
the Bush Administration policy.
WASHINGTON
t
William Sessions, director of the FBI, came under fire for alleged
misuse of official funds for personal gain. Sessions is five years into af
ten year term as director of the Bureau. Both Sessions and his wife were>
cited for fiscal misuse, and both deny the allegations.
GENEVA
r
Serbian forces attacked a United Nations weapons storage facility,
increasing the tension in a situation that a senior U.N. official has called
"grave." Both Serbian and Bosnian negotiators have held discussions
in Switzerland this week in an attempt to reach a peaceful settlement.^

Student Congress Minutes...
by Eric Fielding
Student Congress secretary
January 21,1993
Old Business
•A memorandum to President John
Jacobson and the Board of Trustees was amended and approved
unanimously which voices Student Congress' support of the Environmental Issues Group's proposal to use oxygen bleached or
unbleached paper in copy machines and computer printers on
campus. This paper is more environmentally safe than the chlorine
bleached paper currently used.
•A proposal to solve the parking
problem on campus was passed
and will limit the number of parking permits sold to the number of
spots the college actually has
available. The proposal also gives
preference to upperclassmen in
the sale of permits. The permits
left over after upperclassmen have
purchased them can be purchased
by freshmen. In addition, the proposal suggests that permits can be
purchased for $25/sem. and $45/
yr. The proposal will be sent to the
administration for consideration.

Board Reports
L
•Campus Life: didn't have a quo- <
rum, so it didn't conduct a n y '
business.
A
•Academic Affairs: discussed^
among other things, whether or
not to add the Sophomore 1 "
Colloquium (Encounter With,
Cultures) permanently as part of
the Core Curriculum.
'
Constituent Reports
Tabled
Announcements
•Tickets to see Danny Glover are ^
open to faculty/staff after 1/22 y
•The Student Congress meeting
time was moved back to 9:30 p.m.
on Thursday nights.
<
•The Appropriations Committee ^
will meet on Thursday, 1/28 at 6
J
p.m.
'

F^lQflh£W(?<?k;
Amy Hoekstra, Tim Johnston,'
Douglas Kleinheksel, Melissa^.
Neckers, Kay Otto, Valerie
Pacheco, Tara Pearson a n d '
Danielle Phebus represent Cot- *
tages, Centennial/Columbia/
Oggel/Parkview, At L a r g e /
Kollen/Lichty, Dykstra, Van<
Vleck/Voorhees, Gilmore, andj
New Business
Off-Campus, respectively. Rep•The Anchor requested $ 1,490 for resentatives of these districts are f
a machine to generate halftone willing to listen to any concerns/
pictures. The money was appro- their constituents may have about
k
priated to The Anchor.
Hope related issues.
T

Many departments seek new professors
terminal degree is required. The
The search process itself can be
number of candidates applying has quite exhausting. The department of
varied, from 60 for one position in English, for example, began adverreligion to 240 in Philosophy.
tising for a job position in the
The academic faculty will expeHope College seeks to add Chronicle of Higher Education last
rience a large turnover this year. members to its faculty who have October. In response to their ad, the
Consequently, 12 new professors demonstrated their abilities both as department received 122 applicawill be hired by Hope College before outstanding scholars and teachers tions.
the fall of 1993.
and who intend to work toward
From here, the department
Hope is currently offering ten- improving both of these qualities worked through a number of
ure-track positions in the following through the pursuit of scholarly evaluative procedures and interdepartments: business, chemistry, work. Hope also looks for candi- views to narrow the field to three of
communications, education (2), dates with acommitment to the ideas the strongest candidates.
English, philosophy, physical edu- of a liberal arts education and a
The three candidates are Linda
cation (2), religion (2) and Spanish. strong commitment to the Christian Beard, a professor of English at
In all cases except for the physical faith, according to Hope's faculty/ Michigan State University; Reuben
education positions, a doctorate or personnel policies.
Ellis, a professor at Teikyo Loretto
by Nicole Mueller
staff reporter
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Heights University in Denver, and
Jose Amaya, aPh.D. candidate from
the University of California (Los
Angeles).
The three candidates were strong
from the beginning but separated
themselves from the rest during the
interview stage of their evaluation,
according to Bill Reynolds, professor of English and chairperson of
the department.
'They solidified their positions
by the strength of their interviews,
the quality of the questions they
asked and the answers they gave,
their personalities, and the selfpossession they showed during the

interview," Reynolds said.
"When the interviewing boarfl
ranked the candidates after the iiv
terview, we had the same candidates ranked one-two-three-fourfive," he said.
*
The three candidates have no\y
been invited to the campus to meet
with various administrators and itf
terested students. Beard was at Hope
on Jan. 20; Ellis will be on campus
from the 25th to the 26th, and Amaya
arrives Jan. 27.
*
Infoimation regarding presentations given by the candidates can be
obtained in the English department.

Letters to the editor

Editorial

\

Bose letter prompts SAC criticis;
entertainmenttocampusthatstudents
want. If you'd like to talk with us
directly about any event that you
would like to see come to campus
next year we would be glad to speak
with you, as we are going to be soon
booking entertainment for the fall
semester of next year. So please,
stop by the S.A.C. office or give us a
call at x7882 and let us know what
you think.

that all psychic acts are only
deception, and that the illusions creSAC choices
ated perpetuate the evil that these
bear Editor,
people rely on to do their tricks. In
* I am writing to express my heartshort, no one has true psychic powfelt thanks to Feler Bose for his
ers except those who obtain them
ever-vigilanl concern in respect to
from demonic sources. If in fact we
tfie spiritual welfare of the Hope
here at Hope are to be taught service
College community. As your
to God, is it a good idea to infiltrate
readers will recall, Mr. Bose sternly
the minds of our students with the
Rebuked the Social Activities
evil that works against Him, the
Committee (SAC) for mindlessly
very demons Jesus drove out of
endangering countless innocent
people?
Thank you,
fculs at one of its recent events.
Should there only be good
While admonishing SAC for its
Tom Hardy ('93)
Christian entertainment here on
thoughtless neglect, Mr. Bose
campus? If SAC is to truly nurture
Student Director, S.A.C.
absentmindedly omitted any
the growth of the Christians on
criticism of S A C s generally
campus as the statement of purpose
Unsensible selection of unarousing Bose supported
says they should, then there do need
Dear Editor,
campus entertainment.
I am writing this letter in response to be things on campus to encourage
t As any cognizant freshman can
debate and the questioning of
attest, a psychic who only reads the to Feler Bose's letter. I agree totally
contrary ideals. However, encourminds of college students (which with his position thatapsychic/mindaging the evil present in every human
ftever stray far from the mundane reader has no place on this campus.
and fostering the demonic hold on
matters of merriment) is In fact, I believe that the Social Acthis campus through a constant
unsensational. What SAC needs to tivities Committee (SAC) has
bombardment of those ideals, is
restore its reputation is a real failed this campus in this respect. I
only asking for the corruption of this
M/ic/wr-stopping, Dimnent-filling really do appreciate the effort they
institution. In 1 Corinthians 10:23 it
show. I suggest finding a "psychic make to bring quality entertainment
says, ^Everything is permissible' miracle worker" who can read the to this campus, however I feel that
- but not everything is beneficial..."
Omniscient Animus itself. Perhaps they have not upheld the real purpose
Hollywood's glorification of vio^Ir. Bose knows someone (not for Hope's existence. I will quote
lence and promiscuity are encournecessarily a relative) possessing from the Hope College statement of
aging those who see such unrealistic
(he requisite charisma to perform purpose: "Hope'sre^son for being is
lifestyles to follow, them, but not
such an awe-inspiring feat. If not, each individual student It seeks to
develop the growth of each student showing the consequences of these
contact Grandpa Bose.
as a competent, creative, and choices. Consequences that will
compassionate person. Its design is destroy a person, and also the nation
Provoked,
to provide a complete opportunity they live in.
Dai Wessman ('93)
If this is not the way we want our
for the fulfillment of each individual
student, not only for his or her self- nation to be, then we need
gratification, but also for what can entertainment that will help us to
SAC responds
be given to others in service to God relax, and is beneficial to us. A
Dear. Editor,
constant bombardment of sinful
and humanity."
My name is Tom Hardy and I am
This school once had a rich behavior, either in entertainment or
the Student Director of the Social
Christian heritage, and I feel that if in personal actions, will cause a
Activities Committee, S.A.C. I am
the founding fathers of this institution person to start to act in a sinful way.
writing in response to a letter written
were to see what was brought in for However, seeing these ideas
• by Mr. Feler Bose ('95). Mr. Bose
the sake of entertainment, they would presented in the proper way will
expressed a concern with the
cringe. Even though many of the nurture the spiritual growth of an
entertainer that was brought to
students fail to see the importance of individual. Let's not encourage the
fcampus on Dec. 11, 1992. That
Hope's Christian heritage, it must moral decay of our nation by an
entertainer was Mr. Craig Karges.
be upheld for the sake of those who incessant encouragement of violence
Mr. Karges is known as a psychic
do believe, and for the good of all. and promiscuity at this school; a
Entertainer throughout the United
Even if all the members of SAC were school that states that its purpose is
States. As he has been voted the
not Christians, they should work hard to teach their students to serve God
Campus Novelty Entertainer of the
to support the purpose of the and mankind.
Year for three consecutive years,
I ask for this not only in the live
institution, and thus the students they
1990-92. As well, Mr. Karges has
are serving. A psychic/mind-reader acts brought to campus, but also
been awarded the 1991 Campus
is not upholding that purpose, and is other social activities planned by
Entertainer of the Year award. Mr.
only working to increase the grip of SAC, and in the selection of the
Sose, I thank you for the provoking
evil on this campus. Dan Korem ,a movies shown. I ask that SAC works
criticisms that you have expressed,
speaker on campus earlier this year for the good of the student, and to
as we have asked for this type of
and former magician/psychic, said uphold the stated purpose of this
Criticism in order to bring
%

Parking issue and service
Presently, there is a serious parking problem on campus.
Current estimates show that between 100 and 200 permits
are sold above the number of available spaces to park on
campus. The congestion and frustration i o n e has created
the need for this to be alleviated.
Student Congress passed a parking proposal last
Thursday and now it will need to go through some other
channels before it is passed along to the administration (see
story on page one). Sooner or later, though, it will reach the
people who will make decisions about it and set the policies
for the student body. These people need to always keep in
mind that above all else the whole parking matter revolves
around the issue of service—the service of students.
Students are who the college exists for and theirconcems
are paramount especially in matters that effect them greatly,
like congested parking.
Congress' proposal will reflect the concerns of students.
The administration needs to be able to take these suggestions
balance them with their own research and create a policy
that is going to best serve students.
There are many factors that will be discussed (and
perhaps not discussed but felt) in this process which will
effect the decisions this body makes. They are likely to
encounter factors of money, freshmen access to permits,
freshmen recruitment, building new lots, past precedents,
political pressures, etc.
With every new issue that arises, the whole parking
situation will become more complex opening the possibility
to be distracted by side issues. Through all of these, the
student body needs administrators to keep a clear focus on
the service of students if the best decisions are to be made.
One example of the complexity and potential distraction
that can come from one issue is found in the money matter.
If you cut the number of permits sold because there are
too many cars trying to park in a given number of spots, you
will cut the services these funds support. This money now
goes into the upkeep of the lots and to support our Public
Safety department. What would they do with decreased
funding? There is definite temptation to raise the parking
fee, but then what about servicing students who are already
burdened with many other fees? The domino effect
continues, picking up baggage as it goes.
Money is even a mild example compared with some of
the issues the administration will face in the tedious process
to create a parking policy. The more complex the issue
becomes the more important it will be for them to keep a
focus on serving the student body.
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reaction to this, Zionism was bom
As I have progressed through and many Jews migrated to the
life, I have seen an ugly thread "Promised Land." The result? Once
woven throughout the tapestry of theJewsgainedpowerandthe United
human nature in every aspect This Nations recognized Israel as a counIs the thread of dualistic extremes. try, the Palestinians were (and still
^ We
see
this
in
the are) repressed. Dualistic extremes!
Even positive ideologies, when
to theology, in the Black Power/ extreme views are implemented, can
Neo-Nazi approaches to civil rights, be corrupted. This can be illustrated
«nd even in views expressed in the bythepost-CivilWar reconstruction.
Reconstructing the south and
classrooms of Hope College, among
a legion of other places. Life cannot making strides to restore its states
into the United States resulted in
t e approached dualistically.
^ Life is not black and white. disaster when the Radical
Extreme positions do not conceive Reconstructionists gained the upper
positive results. History shows that hand and tried to change things too
the
consequences of the fast This swift transition caused such
actualization of extreme positions deep bitterness that even today, over
one hundred years later, many
tend to be gruesome.
* Earlier in this century, Anti- southerners are embittered toward
•Semitism helped birth the German the north. They still cry "The South
J«Iazi Party lead by Hitler. The will rise again!" Dualistic extremes!
The same thing happens in
consequence?MillionsofJewswere
decision-making.
Our U.S.
Slaughtered in the Holocaust. In

government, through its pigeonholing and lengthy discussion of
extreme views, moves too slowly to
enact many important pieces of legislation (such as deficit reduction).
This has damaged our country immensely. At the same time, it has
hastily made unwise decisions as
exemplified by the disastrous Bay
of Pigs Invasion on Cuba. Dualistic
extremes!
"But why are you writing this
column in The Anchor!" you ask.
The same thing is going on at Hope
College right now. Last week, an
editorial was written on the
inefficiency displayed by Student
Congress due to spending too much
time on peripheral issues.
Being the secretary of Congress,
I grant, this has been the case. We
have taken the extreme of moving
too slowly. However, at last week's
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A&E
As I Was Saying
Mellissa Endsley
The Art of Discovery
4t

Every artist dips his brush in his own soul, and paints his
own nature into his picture."
—Henry Ward Beecher
Often times, in the everyday
a good time. So, we did it.
business of life, we forget that
On September 9th I drove 2
some of the biggest and the best
and a half hours down to Ann
things come in the smallest of
Arbor. I picked up my friends at
packages.
U of M and we drove another
We have a tendancy to think
hour to Pontiac.
that you have to shop forever for
We finally saw U2. It was
the gifts that will truely be
awesome and as I figured out
treasured and remembered and
later, it should have been
that in order to have the gifts be
awesome because between my
tmely desirable, we must wrap
ticket, gas, refreshments, and my
them with ornate trimmings.
must-have Zoo TV t-shirt, I spent
For instance, I went to the U2
over $100 on that evening. It was
Zoo TV show at the Pontiac
a really great night, but I'm not
Silver Dome earlier this year. It
sure it was over a hundred
was a very big deal. The saga
dollars great.
began during the middle of
Just recently, I was
October my senior year of high
courageous enough to go to
school.
another concert. I saw the
You see, a group of my
Freedom Village kitchen band
friends and I desperately wanted
play a show at The Evergreen
to get tickets to the first U2 show
Commons—for free. Yeah—for
that came to Michigan. So, we
free. I didn't wait in line for
did the skippin' school thing and
tickets and it only took me about
waited outside of Hudson's the
10 minutes to get there.
morning that the tickets were
The Freedom Village kitchen
supposed to go on sale. There
band is what I guess you could
was an enormous line in front of
call alternative music. They are a
us that we didn't plan on—these
group of senior citizens who tour
were the people who had done
around the Holland area and play
the campin' out thing. Anyway,
hand-made instruments that you
we didn't even get close to
can make out of the stuff in your
getting tickets.
kitchen. Really. They made
Then came talk of the next
horns out of paper towel rolls
show. In the middle of May a
and drums out of coffee cans.
friend of mine called and asked
They were sweet.
me if I wanted to wake up extra
They even played requests.
early on Saturday morning and
They played a favorite of mine,
try to get tickets to the
"My Wild Irish Rose.*' It was so
September 9th show. We were
beautiful that I cried.
much more successful this time.
It occurred to me at that
All three of my friends were able
moment, as the band blew their
to get tickets. So, the plans were
last note out of their tea pots, that
underway.
you really don't have to bend
It was going to be the best
over backwards to find
night, great music, my best
something beautiful.
friends, ..but then suddenly, the
You don't have to pay lots of
plans became more complicated
money and you don't have to
than we had intended. (Gee, how
plan ahead in order to find
shocking.)
something that moves you.
First of all, it dawned on us
Sometimes the most beautiful
that by September 9th we would
melodies are playing all around
all be in college and no longer
you, because of you, and
living in the same neighborhood.
exclusively for you. It's just that
Then we realized that not only
in our world we forget to close
would we all be in college, my
our eyes and open our hearts to
friends would be down at U of M the little works of art that occur
and I would be here at Hope.
every single day.
And wait a second. Wasn't the
Sometimes we make things
concert in Pontiac?
more difficult than they really
But of course none of that
are. The desire for beauty and for
mattered while we were making
art does not have to be an intense
our plans. This is U2! we kept
and grueling search—the
telling ourselves. These are some
experience is much more
of the coolest musicians around.
meaningful when simply
Nothing can keep us from having discovered.

Top hats off to Chaplin
Chaplin's days growing up out of
poverty into the limelightasamillion
dollar moviestar success.
Downey displays his acting
Robert Downey Jr. superbly
portrays the black top-hat wearing, genius in the role of a multi-aged
cane-swinging.
Hitler-like Chaplin from the time he was first
moustache-wearing, penguin-like recognized as a live stage performer
walking, white-faced, silent movie until his death as an 88-year-old
man. A real treat is watching
king, Charlie Chaplin in Chaplin.
Directed
by
Richard Downey's imitation of Chaplin's
Attenbourough (Cry Freedom and infamous silent movie character, the
Ghandi), the movie begins in Tramp.
Movie-goers will get a revealing
Chaplin's retirement. A book editor
interviews the legend and discusses look at the person behind the films
with him the content of a book about he produced—the Chaplin who
his life (published 1965). The body
see CHAPLIN page 8
of the movie, though, tells of
by Scott Runyon
editor-in-chief
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THE HOLLAND MUSEUM opened Its doors to the public during Christmas Break.

Museum feature honors;
lifework of W. C. Wichers
Wichers' former office at City Hall.
There are also many professional
documents and personal artifacts of
Wichers posted for viewing.
Wichers, a 1932 graduate of Hope
"We must be sure to know about
our heritage because it is what makes College, had a lifelong fascination
our community unique and with the history of the Dutch in
attractive," a Holland community West Michigan. He began his
compilation of historical albums
member once said.
The lifelong work of Willard C. when he was the 1924 editor of "The
Wichers is the main focus of the first Stepping Stone," an annual of the
feature exhibit at the Holland senior class of Zeeland High School.
He continued his work in
Museum. For the next three months,
an in-depth look into the behind- historical accounts when he
the-scenes work of the Holland area compiled a catalogue of all Hope
historian and community leader will alumni since thefirsteight-man class
of 1866, as well as their school
be on display for the public.
Open six days a week, excluding memories and life achievements. He
Tuesdays, the Holland Museum has was also one of the first editors of
set up a simulated version of the Hope Milestone yearbook.
by Mellissa Endsley
arts & entertainment editor

Later in Wichers' life he wa^
appointed the Western Michigan
Director of the National Records'
Survey for the WPA. He is also
responsible for Michigan's first
comprehensive report on historical
resources.
v
Wichers founded the Netherlands
Museum and directed it for over 5(J
years until 1986.
t
When Wichers passed away in
r
1991 he left the Holland community1
more than memories of a great mani
He left the people of West Michigan
a feeling of pride and respect in their
heritage.
<
Students are invited to see the,
display in the Holland Museum on
the corner of 10th and River?
Admission to the exhibit is $2.

The Voice' of Hope grads now on CD!
have The Voice all to ourselves in "Secrets" as listeners get their firs^
western Michigan because they taste of Tanis' smooth, baritone
haven't signed with a label. (But we vocals and Chamness' balanced
keyboard overlays. (If this tune gets
I don't know much about how a aren't complaining.)
After more than two years of much distribution it could make not
band makes it to the big time, but
three Hope graduates are part of a production, "The Voice" was a small dent in a larger market.
Though not calling themselves ^
band called The Voice that could be released earlier this month
coordinated with a two day release Christian band, there are certainly
on its way.
Evidenced by their brand new, party at Parrots Lounge in Holland. Christian overtones in songs likd^
Known for their smashing, "Let Me Breathe," Only You can
self titled, debut CD, The Voice
seems to have all the makings of energetic live performances, this clear my vision/only You can see my^
more popular bands: thoughtful alternative/pop band has been every step!Lord help me crawl away,
around since walk away, fly away and "Highef
lyrics, great
1985.
The Ground," with, / see you in the,
lead (Joel
Voice
has sunshine/I feel you in the rainlyou
Tanis (*89))
performed a feed me when /' m hungry/heal wherh
and backup
number
of I'm in pain/my heart my soul they
vocals—three
times at Hope lead me round/leading me to higher
members have
including last ground.
b e e n
semester's
Other songs that standout include
classically
Toys for Tots the moving and intense "Tin^
trained and are
benefit concert Crying," written about a time when
good enough
sponsored by Tanis and Dykema visited a friend
to sing l e a d WTHS
in who has leukemia, and "Runningi
solid
and
professional
P h e l p s
Around in My Dreams," a flowing^
cafeteria. They mellow, golden nugget of a song.
instrumentation
with a top
have previously
"The Voice" is now available at
released three Jacob's Ladder on College Ave t
n o t c h
tapes andnowa between 8th and 9th Street and
keyboardist,
CD
packed
with
17
tunes and one Holland CD on 8th Street irf
(Paul Chamness (*90)) a skilled
drummer (Chad Dykema C91)) and hour of music.
downtown Holland. It is also
And loyal Voice fans who have available in Grand Rapids at Viny[
smooth electric lead (Charlie Hoats)
been disappointed with the sound Solution and Grand Rapids CD.
and bass (Don Brasier) guitarists.
And after three cassette releases, quality of the previous releases will
For those who are skeptical that i
they have a crystal clear, well be pleasantly surprised with the local band could have what it takesr
produced CD, complete with a 28 quality production this CD offers.
to be recognized on a national level^
4
inch color fold out lyric sheet.
The Voice" demands attention think again—The Voice has arrived.
For the time being, though, we beginning with the opening track They have cut a CD sure to please/

by Scott Runyon
editor-in-chief
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PEPSI, PISTONS & PHELPS
the giveaway prize night
at Phelps on February 11
is quickly approaching.
This is your chance to win
round trip tickets to a
Detroit Pistons basketball game,
food prizes at the Kletz,
miscellaneous Pepsi products,
and other special prizes.
Sponsored by
Creative Dining Services

•f

1

Practice your free throws and
GET READY!
January 27,1993 The Anchor 5
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Sidelines

DutchmenbuQdoze Bulldogs

Todd Jungling

by Todd Jungling
sports editor

He just seemed too young...
remembering Chris Street (1972-1993)
about right now. He grew up in
Iowa and has always been a
Hawkeye fan. When it comes to
me and my dad there is one thing
you have to understand: we
seldom, if ever, root for the same
teams. He's a Celtic fan; I'm a
Laker fan. Needless to say, he
loves Larry Legend and I love
Magic. During the baseball all-star
game he'll root for the National
League while I'll root for the
American League. He likes the
Dallas Cowboys; I like the
Pittsburgh Steelers. And finally,
whereas my dad loves the Iowa
Hawkeyes, I love the Michigan
Wolverines.
But this isn't about teams. It's
not about competition. It's about
each other. It's aboufioving sports
and loving the people who
participate in them. It's about
teamwork. It's about rejoicing
with those who rejoice and
weeping with those who weep.
Chris Street was a fantastic ballplayer—he led his team in
rebounding and was #3 on his
team in scoring—and an ideal role
model. He will be sorely missed
by the college basketball community.
At this time I'd like to offer a
moment of silence, but since this
medium (the print media) doesn't
allow it, I'd like to offer the
following blank paragraph. In the
twenty seconds or so that it would
have taken you to read the
following paragraph (if there were
words there) I ask each one of you
to say a little prayer for the Street
family, for the Iowa Hawkeyes
and for the college basketball
fraternity.

Tuesday, January 19,1993,
marked a day of mourning for
most true, red-blooded Americans. America wasn't mourning
over the fact that in less than
twenty-four hours George
Herbert Walker Bush would
become just another ordinary
U.S. citizen (although many
west Michiganders undoubtedly
did). It wasn't mourning over
the fact that mega-superstar
Chris Webber had just broken
his nose and would likely sit out
the Wednesday game against
Minnesota.
You see, this mourning
produced a much sharper pain
and went much deeper. America
was mourning the loss of a
member of college basketball's
"fraternity." His game was
basketball. His name was Chris
Street. On January 19, Chris
Street was tragically killed when
the car he was driving collided
with a dump truck mounted with
a snow plow.
He had so much to look
forward to. He had a twentyyear-old girlfriend. He was
going to receive his degree from
one of the most prestigious
universities in the country—the
University of Iowa. He was only
twenty years old himself—the
same age as you and me. He
wasn't a naturally gifted athlete.
He wasn't a superstar. What he
was, however, was a person who
gave 110 percent at all times. I
like how teammate Wade
Lookingbill put it when he said
about Chris Street: "You
remember the energy and
exuberance in practice and
games...he wasn't the most
talented in the world, but
nobody outworked him."
I wonder how my dad feels

—Amen

R. 4 STAR
• f r w m studd

While Bill Clinton was playing
the sax at one of his eleven inaugural
balls and George Bush was on his
way to Houston, Texas last
Wednesday, Jan. 20, the Hope
College Hying Dutchmen were defeating the Adrian Bulldogs by the
score of 80-64.
Similar to Republican and
Democratic campaign rhetoric,
however, the 16 point margin of
victory was a little deceiving. It
was, in fact, extraordinarily close
throughout most of the contest.
Freshman sensation Duane
Bosma ('96) got out of the blocks
quickly by scoring eight of Hope's
first 14 points.
Owning a 39-36 advantage at the
intermission, the Flying Dutchmen
could not "buy" a basket to start the
second half. While Hope was struggling, the Adrian Bulldogs were
playing as if they were in a tree—it
would hopefully (pun intended) be
only a matter of time before they
would climb back down.
With the offensive firepower in a
tailspin, Doug Schlaff ( 4 95), posing
as "Mister Handyman," found the

(616) 393-0003

CUP AND SAVE

1
J o i n WTHS N f t d n « s d a y n i g h t

TRANSCRIPTIONS
• resume B
•later printing

•term papen
•24 hour dictation line

in the

Anchor photo by Tara Stollenmaier

nearest stepladder and proceeded to

PETE BAER ('SS) StruQglGS for InsldG position.

pry off the lid that was obstructing
the Dutchmen hoop.
Successfully removing the lid,
SchlaafscoredlOofHope'sfirst 11
points to open the second half.
including two three-pointers.
And what happened next can only
be described with the following
three-letter palindrome: WOW!
Bosma emphatically delivered an
excuse-me-you're-in-my-waytwo-handed jam that sent the Hope fans

into a frenzy.
After baskets by Jeff Demasse
('93), Pete Baer ('95), and Steve
(Hondo) Hendrickson ('93), Kyle
Plank ('94) came off the bench to
put one of the final nails in the Bulldog coffin with a rainbow "J" from
behind the three-point arc.
Owning a comfortable lead, Hope
knew it was time to parade to the
free-throw line. Although one of the
Dutchman decided to shoot the ball

by Todd Jungling
sports editor
Two wins against three losses
in the MIAA. No big deaL.right?
Wrong!
Last Saturday afternoon the Lady
Dutch doubled the number of conference wins they had the entire
year last year by defeating the
Kalamazoo Hornets 66-60.
It wasn't without a struggle,
however. Leading by 18 points
midway through the second half I
overheard one Lady Dutch whisper
this to another: "You know, the fans
are looking bored—they're just sitting on their hands. They should be

clapping and cheering and having a
good time."
The other Lady Dutch replied in
this manner: "Say, here's an idea.
Why don't we make the game a
little more exciting? You
know ...let's let them catch up and
make our fans, our coach and our
parents nervous."
That is exactly what the Hope
College Lady Dutch did. Climbing
to within a basket or two late in the
game, the Lady Dutch were able to
hold off the Hornet's furious rally
and squeak out with a 66-60 victory
in the Dow Center.
With a plethora of steals, assists
and coast to coast drives, Nicki

Basketball standings thru Jan. 25
Albion
Calvin
K-Zoo
Hope
Alma
Olivet
Adrian

WOMEN
w
5
4
4
3
1
1
0

L
1
1
1
2
4
4
5

Adrian
Alma
Calvin
Albion
Hope
K-Zoo
Olivet

w
4
4
4
3
2
1
0

L
1
1
1
3
3
4
5

Hope Sports This Week:
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only about 14 feet instead of 15 (his
name has been purposely withheld
to prevent further torture to him and
his family), the Hying Dutchmen
were able, for the most part, to
convert their free throws. In fact.
they ended the game by making
their last nine of 10 from the charity
stripe.
Hondo tied his career best with
23 points—many of which came via
air-mail (three-point land).

Lady Dutch win by a hair

MENS
573 c o u e c e

x.

MEN'S BASKETBALL:
Wed., Jan. 27,8 p.m.
• at Calvin
Sat., Jan. 30,3 p.m.
* at Alma

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL:
Sat, Jan. 30,3 p.m.
• Alma
lues., Feb. 2,8 p.m.
• at Calvin

MEN'S AND WOMEN'S SWIMMING:
. Fri., Jan. 30,6 p.m.
^
= MIAA opponent
•at Alma

Mannes ('95) provided Hope with a
much needed spark—one that ultimately spelled V-I-C-T-O-R-Y on
this Saturday afternoon.
Playing as if they knew each
other's game inside and out—almost
as if they were roommates (wait a
minute—they are roommates!)—
Jamie Crooks ('93) and Kristin
Carlson ('95) used sensational interior passing to set each other up
for easy baskets. Also playing well
for Hope in the interior were Vonda
Evers ('95) and Kari Nysse ('96).
Playing well from the perimeter
were Candy Kalman ('93), Katie
Kowalczyk ('93), Shelly Visser
('93), and Sara Chase ('94).

Swimming dual
meet results
Men
Hope
Hope
Hope
Hope

138, Grand Valley 84
54, Olivet 43
120, Calvin 92
94, Adrian 45

Women
Hope 139, Grand Valley 96
Hope 129, Calvin 90
Hope 73, Adrian 22

I Rick Bass

•prize winning short fiction writer
AND
environmental activist
Maas Auditorium
January 27
7:00 PM
Completely Free
and
Open to the Public

Knickerbocker reopens
after more renovations
by Karen Marty
staff reporter
The Knickbocker Theater has
reopened after backstage renovations concluded Jan. 8.
Most of the renovations were
done behind the scenes, but a noticeable change is evident in the
position of the Knickerbocker's
screen, which will now be positioned
at the front of the stage instead of the
middle.
Behind-the-scenes work was
completed on the gridwork above
the stage and significant upgrades in
the lighting capabilities.
These components may have
been as old as the building itself.

which was built in 1911, according
to Perry Landes, Hope College assistant theatre professor.
Improved to a heavier grade
wood, the gridwork is now more
pliable and will be able to sustain
the great weight of the theatre's
screen and lights. The safety of the
backstage and technical crews who
work with the grid was an important
consideration, Landes added.
"The weight load requirements
placed upon today' s grids are greater
than in years past, and we were
concerned about the original grid
being able to safely sustain those
loads," he said.
In addition, the theatre rope system was replaced with a steel cable

system. The new system, Landes
said, is quieter and more efficient.
The theatre's stage was repainted
and sanded, as well, allowing Hope's
dance classes to meet in the building.
The theatre was acquired and
reopened by Hope College in 1988.
In 1990, the college remodeled the
exterior and lobby.
The theatre primarily shows foreign and exotic American films,
attracting about 300 people a week.
The theatre also is host to various
live events.
"500-600 people attend special
attractions like symphony orchestras," said Greg Johnson, theatre
employee.

FARMERS IN THE DELL: You
guys are animals! BAGAWK!!!
Love You — Chickie Chickie
ATTENTION 1994 OR DECEMBER 1993 GRADUATES: Applications for next year's Mortar board
have been distributed. If your GPA
is above 3.245 and you have not
received an application, contact
Ericka (395-4894), Tracey (3933004), or Amy (335-7007)
COSMOS: Roses are red, violets
are blue, if I could pledge 1 would be
one of you!
PAM: 1 have found the subject!
IAN: Here's to 8 perfect days! Still
smiling. — ME

KX'S: We're all over it in Philly!
MELISSA: We loved your Philly
Cheese Steak. Yummm —Heather
and Jane
RED HOT SIGMAS- We miss you.
Good Luck with Rush.-Danni and
Melissa
WOMEN OF DEGRAAF: Have
some nachos and a bowl of brownie
mix for me.— Heather
ARTHUR VICTOR PAINTING
INC. is recruiting branch managers
for summer '93. Experience helpful, but not necessary; complete
training and sealed support. High
income potential, call 1-800-7754745.

Parking
Cell group program continues

Continued from page 1 students don't understand the

from only three to as many as ten or
by Dirk Joldersma
twelve participants.
features editor
"It is important for students to be
exposed to professors'Christianity
A working knowledge of the in a way other than casually " said
Bible is something often taken for associate professor of German Dr.
granted among Christians. But that Sander De Haan. "Religion should
knowledge is never acquired with- not be overtly taught in most classes,
so this is one of the only ways for us,
out study and work.
One of the ways that Hope's the faculty, to demonstrate our bechaplainf s office is encouraging this liefs." De Haan led a group focusing
earnest approach is through a faculty on the doctrines of James.
One of the most important rea"cell group" program.
These cell groups are study ses- sons for the formation of these cell
sions organized and informally led groups was to provide some stimuby a professor. Each professor, of- lus for the Christianity of Hope
ten with the help of the members of students in a context other than forthe group, selects a topic to examine mal worship.
According to De Haan, "Alfor the six-week session.
Five groups were active last se- though 80-90% of the student body
mester in groups that ranged in size is Christian in some way or another.

sometimes those impulses are put
on the shelf. Cell groups help to
keep Christianity on students'
minds."
Six new cell groups will be
formed later this semester. These
seminars will be led by De Haan,
Dr. David Netzly of the biology
department, Bethany Gordon of the
nursing department, associate professor of chemistry Dr. Stephen
Taylor, assistant professor of economics Todd Steen and assistant
chaplain Laura Meyer.
Presumably, they will once again
provide students and faculty with an
excellent opportunity to share their
interests in developing personal
Christian scholarship and improving the relationship between faculty
and students.

committee is to work with Student
Congress' proposal rather than
against it, according to Robin Diana,
head of the committee and director
of housing and resident life. She
feels it would be best to put
everyone's minds together to come
up with the best solution to the
problem at hand.
Diana is also concerned that

school's policies on parking. "My
objective is to educate our students
about parking policies and
procedures," she said.
Members of the committee have
asked Robin Wagner ('95) to join
them because of the work she did on
the Congress proposal. They will
meet Friday to consider the parking
situation.

KORNER

CRISIS INTERVENTION
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
FOR THE HELP-LINE
396-HELP

WHOSE SIDE ARE YOU ON?
We're getting psyched at the Kletz
for tonight's big game against Calvin!
Show your school spirit by picking up a
Hope/ Calvin Basketball cup
at the Kletz snack bar!

-School Credits Available
-Training Begins February 22nd in Holland
-Become a Trained Crisis Intervention
Counselor and Grow While You Help Others

N

w
\ l
\

The Help-Line is a crisis intervention hotline which provides
confidential 24 hour telephone counseling, referral and
information services to callers who are facing problems in such
areas as : alcoholism, depression, suicide, loneliness, divorce,
health, family, legal, unemployment, spouse abuse, rape, or
whatever is troubling them.

FOR MORE INFORMATION,
CALL THE HELP-LINE AT
396-HELP
j
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Cup costs only $1.00 filled with a beverage!

o Concerned?
O
13
^
Si
3

Pregnancy?
BirtnControl?
Sexually Transmitted
Diseases?
AIDS?

CD

Call X7585

O

Confidential counseling
Free Pregnancy Testing

Hope College
HEALTH CLINIC
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GET THE EDGE
TANNING
Dr. Kerns- 26 Bulb/ 2Facial
5 Visits- 23.00
10 Visits- 32.00
15 Visits- 46.00
* Students 1.00 off.

Ask about our monthly packages!
We take appointments
andwalkins. We're
open 10 AM untii 7 PM
375 Columbia Ave.
(between 15th & 16th Streets)

392-1112
U U UL

Chaplin-

Q A L E N D A R OF EVENTS
Arts & Entertainment
SAC movie Jan. 29-31 Wind, Fri. and Sat. 7:00 & 9:00 p.m., Sun.
6:00 p.m.
Knickerbocker Theatre Jan. 22-28 A Brief History of Time, 7 and 9 nightly
Jan. 29-Feb. 4 Howard's End nightly 7:00 p.m. and
9:30 nightly except Jan. 30 only at 12:30 p.m.
Art Exhibition Jan. 8-31, Nicole Carstens, "Sculpture from
Amsterdam," DePree Art Gallery
Reading Rick Bass, "VfiXd to the Heart," Wed. Jan. 27,7 p.m.,
Maas Auditorium
Contemporary Motion Dance Sat., Jan. 30,8 p.m., Knickerbocker Theatre
Faculty Recital Series Various pieces by Hope music faculty, Sun., Jan. 31,
Wichers Aud.

Campus Events
Seminar Wed. Jan. 27 Janet M. Everts, "What's Right with the
Prosperity Gospel?" 3:30 p.m. in Dow Rm. 203
Skills for Successful Interviewing
Wed. Jan. 27 4:00 p.m., DePree Cook Aud., Call x7960
to register
Strategies for Choosing a Major & Career Wed. 2 7 , 6 : 3 0 p.m.. Career Planning & Placement,
X7960

Wed. 27,8:00 p.m.,Voorhees Maas, call x7960 to
register
Faculty-Staff Luncheon •
"International Education at Hope," Tues. Feb. 2,11:30
. a.m. in Maas Aud.

Student Organizations
Sign Language Club Tues., 8 p.m. in Voorhees Basement, Maas Rm
Fellowship of Christian Students Mon., 9:00 p.m. in Maas Auditorium
InterVarsity Christian Fellowship Fri., 8:30 in Maas Conference Rm
Students for Christ Tues. 9:00 p.m. in Maas Conference Rm.
Debate Team Mon.y 7-9 p.m. in Lubbers 103
Forensics Association Mon. 9:00 p.m. in Lubbers 103 (Call Alspach x7594)
ACOA - (Adult Children of Alcoholics)
Tues. 9:00 p.m. Sligh building rm. 201 - Contact
Darell Schregardus (x7945)
BACCHUS (alcohol education) Thurs., 8:30 p.m., Haworth Rm., Phelps. All welcome.
Environmental Issues Group Wed. Jan. 27,6:00 p.m. in Lubbers 103
Amnesty International Wed. Jan. 20f 8:00 p.m. in Barber Rm., Phelps
Black Coalition Tues. feb. 2,6:46-7:46 p.m., Otte Rm. Phelps; reading
group Sun. Nov. 1,6:30-7:30 in Chapel basement
S t
^ e n t C??*" 588
Thurs., 9:00 p.m. in Maas Conference Rm. Public
welcome
Nurses Christian Fellowship ents; Thurs. 3:30 p.m. in
Hope-Calvin Nursing S
Calvin North Hall Rm. 268
PRIDESun. 8:00 p.m.. Snow Auditorium; call Jeremy Monty
(x6496) for info
Fraternal Rush Event Wed. Jan. 27 8:00 p.m., Frater Frolic, everyone
welcome

Call The Anchor (x7877) with additional times and dates of campus events
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Continued from page 4
wooed women (and suffered for it),
had a passion for the public's good
and cultivated a need and drive to
make movies that were powerful,
funny and political to the loss of his
personal relationships. The plot also
tracks the controversy surrounding
the political content of his films
which eventually got him kicked
out of the United States for good,
ending his movie career.
Tucked into Chaplin are some
The Anchor
Hope College DeWitt Center
P.O. Box 9000
Holland, Ml 49422-9000

Dual

continued from page 3

meeting, the night after The Anchor
was published. Congress took the
other extreme of moving too fast.
The effects of moving too fast could
be equally harmful to the student
body as moving too slowly. Either
way, inefficiency reigns. Dualistic
extremes!
In this issue of The Anchor is an
article on Congress* parking proposal which will be sent to the administration. In view of time conservation, this proposal was
thoughtlessly altered and railroaded
through Congress.
Discussion time was cut short.
This eliminated the voices of several
women and men who were elected
by you to represent your views and
make, for you, decisions affecting
our campus.
Although the proposal was not
flawless, it was drawn up with the
intention of compromise between
the interests of the student body,
public safety, and the Office of
Admissions.
Unfortunately, those on Congress
who didn't know this voted on the
proposal without being informed of
the compromises. Those who wished
to inform them were silenced. They
were not able to speak because of a
breach in the procedure (Robert's
Rules) we use in making and passing such motions as the parking
proposal. As a result, a parking
proposal will be sent to the administration which will probably either
result in rejection or which could
raise the price of parking permits
without solving the parking problem.
Dualistic extremes!
The solution to the universal
problem of dualistic extremes can
be seen in moderation. Martin Luther
King Jr. knew this when he advocated a peaceful civil rights movement. Reinhold Neibuhr knew this
when he advocated a compromise
between Fundamentalist and Liberal
theologians. Abraham Lincoln knew
this when he advocated a slow Reconstruction of the south designed
not to punish, but to restore its states
to the union. Moderation is the key
to racial, theological, ideological
harmony.
Moderation is the key to good
decision-making. Moderation is the
key to advancement of the causes of
the students of Hope College.
Moderation!

clips from the original films of the
real Chaplin. If you pay attention,
you can tell the difference.
Whether you are a fan of the old
Chaplin flicks or love movies that
develop interesting and unique
characters,Chaplin is foryou. You'll
find yourself walking out of the
theatre like a penguin, swinging an
imaginary cane.
Chaplin is rated PG-13 for
language and some nudity. It is now
showing at the Holland7onWaverly
Road near Meijers.
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